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Madonna adopts 
twin girls from Malawi

People watch as workers inflate a near-10 meter high giant spider by Singaporean artist Jackson Tan in Singapore's Marina Bay financial district. The spider is one of several inflatable creatures that will form the Art-Zoo, a section created by
Singaporean artist Jackson Tan for the iLight Marina Bay annual light-art festival in the city-state. — AFP

Amadeo Garcia has no one left to talk
to in his mother tongue, Taushiro.
Neither does Pablo Andrade, the last

living speaker of Resigaro. The two indige-
nous languages are among 17 that are criti-
cally endangered in Peru, where modern
life's advance into the isolated Amazon
basin region has wiped out many native
peoples' way of life, and their languages
along with it. Garcia, 67, is the last living
Taushiro, an indigenous group native to
northern Peru that was decimated by
malaria, conflicts with rubber tappers and
toxic oil spills in its rivers. Andrade, 65, has
likewise watched his people and their lan-
guage fade away.

He lived until recently with his sister,
Rosa, the other surviving speaker of
Resigaro. But she was mysteriously mur-
dered last month, leaving him with no one
to talk to in their dying Amazonian lan-
guage. There were 37 Resigaro speakers left
a decade ago. But the others have all mar-
ried into a larger ethnic group, the Ocaina,
and given up speaking their mother
tongue, said anthropologist Alberto Chirif.
Peru, the cradle of the ancient Incan empire,
is battling to protect its wealth of indige-
nous languages from being overpowered
by Spanish, the dominant language since
colonial times.

The government produces a daily TV
news program in Quechua for the 3.4 mil-
lion Peruvians who speak it, according to
culture ministry figures. Another is in the
works in Aymara, which has nearly half a
million speakers. Both languages have
many dialects. Yet in this country of 30 mil-
lion rising from coastal desert to towering
Andes and tropical Amazon basin lowlands
beyond-not all have the same demographic
heft as the Andean big two. "There are four
endangered indigenous languages and
another 17 that are critically endangered,
which is about half the country's indige-
nous languages," said Elena Burga, head of
the government's Intercultural, Bilingual
and Rural Education Department.

No fewer than 37 indigenous lan-
guages have already disappeared, accord-
ing to official statistics. Burga said the cul-
tural weight of Spanish-the primary lan-
guage of government, education and TV-
crushes indigenous languages, making

children less likely to learn them. The prob-
lem has been exacerbated by the threats
facing indigenous groups, who have been
forced from their land by farming, oil
drilling, illegal mining and logging, and
drug cartels. "Disease can also decimate an
isolated population and drastically reduce
its numbers," Burga told AFP.

More than words 
Some 2,500 languages worldwide face

extinction, UNESCO warned in 2009. Each
one represents a treasure trove of words,
poems, jokes, proverbs and legends, it said.
The problem is particularly acute in Peru,
where the challenging environments of the
Amazon rainforest and Andes mountains
harbor dozens of fragile indigenous com-
munities. According to National
Geographic, the region is one of five
hotspots with the greatest number of
endangered languages in the world, along
with northern  Australia, the northwest
Pacific plateau in North America, and east-
ern and central Siberia.

Taushiro and Resigaro are particularly
threatened, with just one speaker each.  But
they are not alone. There are just three
speakers of Muniche, four speakers of
Inapari and 11 speakers of Cauqui, for
example. In the case of Taushiro, the culture
ministry has launched a project to create an
audiovisual register of expressions and an
audio dictionary. The Yanesha people, in the
central province of Oxapampa, have for
their part opened a series of bilingual
schools with the help of US anthropologist
and linguist Richard Chase Smith.

One of the schools' missions is to adapt
the Yanesha alphabet to modern technolo-
gies, in hopes of carving out a space online.
"I lived nearly 15 years in this community
and managed to collect recordings of their
traditional oral histories, a cornerstone of
their identity," said Smith. "I have recordings
of 18 epic narratives... that the Yanesha peo-
ple themselves now listen to at workshops."
Forty of Peru's 47 indigenous languages
have bilingual schools-"even if only a small
one," says Burga-thanks to a government
project to ensure their survival.—AFP

ASyrian-born artist was yesterday to open
an eye-catching installation in Germany
— three passenger buses placed vertical-

ly like sniper barricades — but the artwork has
drawn fierce criticism from far-right groups.
Dubbed "Monument", the mega-sculpture in the
eastern city of Dresden aims to evoke the barri-
cades set up in the war-torn eastern city of
Aleppo and the suffering of the people of Syria,
the birthplace of artist Manaf Halbouni. The art-
work symbolizes "peace, freedom and humani-
ty," the 32-year-old, who is also a German citizen,
told national news agency DPA. 

"There is no other political message. It's a
peace memorial, a modern Statue of Liberty."
Using two mobile cranes, it was set up ahead of
next Monday's annual memorial day that recalls

the World War II bombardment of the Baroque
city that killed some 25,000 people on February
13-14, 1945. While many mark the anniversary
by remembering the suffering the Nazi regime
inflicted on the world, far-right revisionists have
used the day to paint Germany as the victim of
foreign aggression.

Dresden-based Halbouni said "Monument"-
erected outside the rebuilt Frauenkirche church,
itself a symbol of rebirth from war-is meant to
instill hope, both in Dresden and Aleppo, and
signify that "life goes on, despite all the destruc-
tion". As the installation was set up on Monday,
city mayor Dirk Hilbert Hilbert hailed Halbouni's
artistic statement as "important for the city".

But Dresden's far-right Pegida movement-
short for Patriotic Europeans against the

Islamization of the Occident-dubbed the project
"idiotic". Anonymous criticism posted online has
been far harsher, and police have investigated
death threats against supporters of the project,
including the mayor who has been assigned
police guards. And the rightwing anti-immigra-
tion Alternative for Germany (AfD) party
denounced it as political propaganda and an
"abuse of artistic freedom" geared to "provoke"
Pegida followers. Local AfD activist Karin Wilke
demanded that the Frauenkirche be spared from
"being overshadowed by scrap metal" in a post-
modern art installation that she branded "an
assault on our identity". — AFP

This file photo shows a young boy walking past a
makeshift barricade made of wreckages of buses to
obstruct the view of regime snipers and to keep people
safe in the rebel-held side of the northern Syrian city of
Aleppo. — AFP photos

This picture shows three
buses pulled into a vertical
position, a sculpture titled

"Monument" by Syrian
artist Manaf Halbouni in

front of the Chruch of Our
Lady in Dresden.

Demonstrators hold up posters reading "hypocrisy" as they protest against an installation made of buses titled "Monument" by Syrian-born artist
Manaf Halbouni erected at the Neumarkt square close to the Frauenkirche (Church of Our Lady) in Dresden, eastern Germany, yesterday.

Artist's Syria bus memorial
irks Germany's far right

Peru in fight to save its

endangered languages

Amazonian children take part in activities designed to practice their native lan-
guage in an effort to assure the continuity of their cultural heritage in Tingo Maria,
Peru. — AFP


